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2019-08-15 - Fedora Tech Meeting
Time/Place
This meeting is a hybrid teleconference and slack chat. Anyone is welcome to join...here's the info:

Time: 11:00am Eastern Daylight Time US (UTC-4)
Audio/Video Conference Link: https://lyrasis.zoom.us/my/fedora

Dial-in: 
+1 408 638 0968
+1 646 876 9923
+1 669 900 6833
Meeting ID:
812 835 3771

Join   on the "tech" channelfedora-project.slack.com

Attendees
Part 1:

Danny Bernstein   
Peter Winckles
Ben Cail
Andrew Woods
David Wilcox
Ben Pennell
Jared Whiklo
Anna Dabrowski
Bethany Seeger 
Aaron Birkland
Daniel Lamb

Part 2:

Danny Bernstein   
Peter Winckles
Ben Pennell 
Ben Cail
Jared Whiklo
Aaron Birkland
Bethany Seeger

Agenda
Announcements
Previous topic wrap-up: 

Java 11
Moving    into an official Fedora Github repohttps://github.com/pwinckles/ocfl-java-parent

location
checkstyle
plugins 
?

 fcrepo-upgrade-utils
Minimal 4 5 migration needs testing  and code review:

https://github.com/fcrepo4-exts/fcrepo-upgrade-utils/pull/17
Organizing a Fedora documentation review
Update on  Fedora 6 Pilots
Sprint Planning

6.0 Architecture Review - focus on OCFL + Transactions
Transaction Sidecar Spec Update
Design reflections on multi-object transactions
Open questions

Tombstone Support in 6 
Your topic here...

Tickets
In Review

https://lyrasis.zoom.us/my/fedora
http://fedora-project.slack.com/
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~dbernstein
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~pwinckles
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~benjamin_cail
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~awoods
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~dwilcox
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ben.pennell
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~whikloj
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ajdabrowski
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~bseeger
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~birkland
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~dlamb
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~dbernstein
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~pwinckles
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ben.pennell
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~benjamin_cail
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~whikloj
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~birkland
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~bseeger
https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/java-se-support-roadmap.html
https://github.com/pwinckles/ocfl-java-parent
https://github.com/fcrepo4-exts/fcrepo-upgrade-utils/pull/17
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/FF/Pilots+-+Fedora+6
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/FF/2019+Fall+Sprints+-+Fedora+6
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/FF/Fedora+2019+Architectural+Diagrams
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/FF/Policy+-+Long+Term+Support
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type key summary assignee reporter priority status resolution created updated due

Please squash a bug!

key summary type created updated due assignee reporter priority status resolution

Tickets resolved this week:

key summary type created updated due assignee reporter priority status resolution

Tickets created this week:

key summary type created updated due assignee reporter priority status resolution

Notes
Part1:

Announcements
David Wilcoxand   are giving a fedora workshop next week in Switzerland at an  training. Andrew Woods Islandora
Daniel Lamb  talked about the recent Islandora webinar on upcoming release of Islandora 8 and new features. 
Daniel Lamb  - went to Drupal Government meeting – Islandora 8 was well received there and some groups plan to use it (Fish and 
Wildlife for one).  Islandora is becoming known in the Drupal community as well.  Many Drupal Vendors are aware of what Islandora is 
and they are starting to use Islandora8.  IBM has gotten it to pass all security passes and are going to be using it.

We do want to move forward with Java 11 - just a matter of when.   sent an email about java out last week, which got stuck in Andrew Woods
moderation is now sent out:      This serves as the 3 month notice, as specified https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/fedora-tech/m3wXyarxRJY
in our policy.

idea is to use Java 11 to compile to java 8 byte code and be useable by JVM using java 8 - 11. We should try for this and reconsider if it 
doesn't work. 
Andrew Woods will explore this to check it out.  Starting on 'master' might be a good move, as this might work better without modeshape 
related code being there.

Moving    into an official Fedora Github repo?https://github.com/pwinckles/ocfl-java-parent
Bethany Seeger has a concern about tightly coupling a client to fedora creating "fedoraisms"
Suggestion of having it under the OCFL project - are there any copyright concerns of hosting it there? Probably not. 
Idea then is that it would be published as a separate artifact that we include in Fedora 6
Maybe  's go client could be hosted there as well. Aaron Birkland
We need to talk to OCFL folks about this idea.
Fedora would define an interface for how it would communicate to a persistence layer.  An adapter would be written to adapt to a 
particular OCFL client.

dealing with unversioned content is challenging

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration.

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration.

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration.

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration.

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~dwilcox
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~awoods
https://islandora.ca/camps/eu2019
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~dlamb
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~dlamb
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~awoods
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/fedora-tech/m3wXyarxRJY
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~awoods
https://github.com/pwinckles/ocfl-java-parent
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~bseeger
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~birkland
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Is there value in showing fedora could work with different OCFL clients?  Is something like this important to us (ie: not baking in 
assumptions about the OCFL client)?  There is room in the OCFL spec that are open to interpretation in creation of clients, how 
would we work with that?
Fedora could create an interface so that clients can understand/comply with fedora expectations.  
We will continue this conversation in an hour (for those that can)

Organizing a Fedora documentation review
Should we organize a doc review?   It can involve other folks in the community. 
Go through pages, see what works, make a list of necessary changes and things found not to be working.
Can be a short sprint.  will work on pulling this together. David Wilcox

Unversioned Content
Peter and BenC agree that unversioned content is out of scope for a generic OCFL client
Jared - Unversioned content may not make sense in a preservation repository

is having lots of OCFL versions actually a performance issue?
At FedoraVABeach, created object with a few thousand objects, created a few versions. Started to take seconds to 
persist.
Size of manifest increases proportionally with the size of the OCFL object
Not likely to have this issue in BenC's use case, only likely to have 10 files in objects, not many changes

There should likely be a backend for people not interested in OCFL
Intent so far has been that from the user perspective, fcrepo6 is almost the same as fcrepo5. Autoversioning would not be a large 
departure from the user perspective.
Could lose the idea of having significant versions that you would want to roll back to. Maybe introduce a tag concept in OCFL?
General sense is that if there is a reasonable transaction API, then for the OCFL use case autoversioning would make the most sense 
and simplify things.
Jared - Suggestion to store tags which would be logical versions from the fedora perspective, while the OCFL object would keep finer 
grain versions.

For the purposes of rebuildability, we would need the tags to be persisted in OCFL in some form, either as fedora specific info 
or part of the spec.

Performing a Squash operation on the OCFL object would likely be controversial in the OCFL community. Would need an API for this.
How does importing historic mementos fit in with OCFL? Inserting into OCFL's history seems iffy.
How does the deletion of versions fit in? If it was just deleting tags, that would be no problem, unless the version is recorded in OCFL.
Would there need to be a way to revert to an OCFL version when no tags were created?
What would happen if you negotiated for a timestamp between two tags, would it return an intermediate OCFL version or just the tag 
versions?

For the sake of predictability, would expect to get back the tag version
There could be an extra header to interact with the complete history rather than just the Fedora history

Jared will attempt to document this system in a wiki page
Multi-object transactions

Actions
  to look explore notion of OCFL client with database as authoritative metadata source + asynchronous writing of the inventory.json Aaron Birkland

file
   and maybe  to make recommendations re transaction side car specification.Peter Eichman Ben Pennell
 will look into java 11 transitionAndrew Woods

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~dwilcox
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~birkland
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~peichman-umd
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~ben.pennell
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~awoods
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